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k &tmwt ftistorleal review la given of the work of 
previous investigators upon the distribution of aismoaia 
between wfitsr and chloroform'hai the influence of ammonium 
ehlorid* upon this distribution*
An cnEpirimtiittt,! preee&ur* io described for - the 
'accurate determination of the partition eoeffielent ©i’ 
ammniJ&t • results art given for its value using ehloroform 
sad’ pur® water, etiXoroform and. aqueous 'solutions of 
amaoaim ehloride*';-
From these.determinations, the activity eoefflolent 
of the undlssoei&tsd portion of ammonia in aqueous solution 
and .in aqueous ammonium @ hlor id e. solution,. is calculated*-- 
The- variation of this fanetion with ionie strength la • 
dlsousst-d. and its behaviour eompartd with .that indie at ei. 
hj reeent activity theories*
'• ’fit© 'phanoiaanon ©f the distribution of a substance 
between two non-nil so ibl* liquids hoe numerous applications 
of "both '& theoretlcel and practical nature. ' Pi&tributlon 
r t f  isonts may shed ■ light on a variety ©f ehe&ieel 
#qmili%rla;inelnilBg •association sncl dissociation of 
s*i* pie comporan&s*''- formation of complexes, various typoa of 
hydrolysis and"reversible reactions* whilst the mmmm. use 
of the'distribution principle la the process of extraction 
as used in ordinary laboratory practice n^os it a factor 
of paramount importance in the reals© of organic choral a try#
. first Investigation of the. laws governing such 
distribution was made by William Henry and was e©ncerned 
only with tlia equilibria existing between a gas and its
solution.'la a liquid#  .the fact that the Mass of gas
absorbed or dissolved. by ,a given volume of liquid is 
proportional.to the.presaura of the gas, at constant 
to , eratore,- became., known as Henry*© law end its applies- 
bility to the distribution of a dissolved substance between 
two liquid phases subsequently became realised as a result 
of further experisonlaX Mork* • It follows that if the 
vapour 1 s in equilibrium-.with separata solvents the ratio 
■of the concentrations in the 'two solvents will be constant# 
" there- have.been numerous eases where experimental 
results and ihm requirements of the distribution law are
not in mgrmm&nt*' .deviations art clue to at Xoast
■•-two citisas, t!i# first feting the'negleet of the important 
rtstriatlOB enunciated fey Hernst that a eoBoianoy in the 
distribution ratio tan exist' only between those molecules 
of ■ the distributed substance-which'are in the'same stats' 
of aggregation in both.phases and* seecndljr, that, if' the 
'distribution ratio is to bo constant in systems consisting 
of, two'li^ ai&aptha'. latter must bo mutually ■ insoluble or 
mast' not. bars their mutual'' aoXufeiiity alt ©rod by the 
presence of. the‘4iatrib&t*&' sabsianoe* ' In sotmal prac­
tice such a state; of affairs is not realisable, the 
- distributed sub stance does'hairs an effect upon the mutual 
solubility and this-'effect may vary both in amount and 
direction. ■
■ Xh# earliest reported observations upon the distribu­
tion of ammonia between chloroform and water s» oir to fee .
f  X )' " '
the as of Banisseh. and Tebaldi who were investigating 
the molecular • state of ammonia' and • of amines in ®%m&m
solutions. ' >h© calculation of th# 'partition ratio was mala 
or the assumption that the hydroxide itself is insoluble 
in•chloroform and as the'concentration of the gaseous 
ammonia in the aqtiaotm  phase "is proportional to that of the 
hydroxide,' the total'■ concentration may fee, and is, employed 
instead of .'that of the gaseous ammonia on ly. A value of 
25‘l ma the mean of-five dot or filiations varying over a
eoneentrgtlon range 0*00.275 to 0*04425 molar in the aqueous 
phase, was - obtained at 25^0. 1 taking, the authors to conclude 
that the distribution ratio revalued constant for • varying 
concentration* Determinations at 2°0* gave a valu© 38*53
showing that the partition ocoefficient increased with fall . 
of temperature* The addition of cmmonittm chloride, 
according to' their .report* did not affect the distribution, 
a result they considered- surprising, although, they 
continue "in view' of the slight electrolytic dissociation 
of a Tsoniuia hydroxide It might turn? been expected,* These 
experiiaeiits were the first of their hind and were not 
attended by the experience and accuracy necessary to detect 
tha variations produced by the addition.of salts, but the 
constancy of the partition ratio indicated that the molecular .
complexity of the u mist in both solvents was the same.
' ( S )  '
The initial experiments of Dawson•and hoBae" * carried
O
out at sO 0, gave a.mean value 26*3 for the partition ratio. 
The concentration of arsmoxiia' in the chloroform layer ranged 
from.0*£317 to 0*5431 gyms* par-litre ant the maximum 
variation from the m a n  value exhibited by the results was 
0*6. . Th© units of concentration used were'grammes of 
amonia.por litre of solution and the accuracy of the 
results did not warrant the correction due to the dissociation 
of the ammonia in the aqueous phase* They concluded that 
the deviations from the moan value shown -by their results
were- quite irregular, end ,no . regular variation of the 
distrib * uon coefficient with eoneentrati on was observable• 
'Beteri^ nations.'carried eat mt Zo°Q and SO°d, gave average , 
values 24*9 and 23*2 respectively for the Aietrlbatlojdn ratio, 
indicating the.inverse effect of .temperature via®*
(3 1
Dawaon end ’. c'ae'e ., '. second. series of determinations 
at 2Bgv lei them to ..the ceiielueion that the ratio of distri­
bution of ammonia between water and chloroform is not quite 
•independent of \ ammonia.concentration* : Shea# determinetions 
were made over a slightly fid©r eoneentration range (0*1958 
to-0*6780. gms# .of amonia per litre o f  c h lo ro fo rm  solution.I 
and- were corrected. for the dissociation, of the ammmiia*
She distribution coefficient appeared to•diminish with . 
Increased mmnmtm concentration following very nearly a 
linear law*/.': J*s the concentration decreased, experimental 
difficulties :©f determining accurately the value of the 
distribution-ratio'increased hut the results obtained at 
concentrations-.below-half nor,>al • in the aqueous phase 
appeared to give a constant value* .
• •■• ■. These, ooneI$s.lamst - were substantiated by further
f  s i  5"ii.-
experiments • *' carried oat at -lO^O.and 30°Cv!; the - results 
showing very. mmh .-'the . je j o rela tismahip as those previously 
obtained at. , •.namely *.. aolmbions leas than half normal
with respect to .ammonia .exhibited a constant, distribution
coefficient while with ©ore concentrated solutions this 
eoeifiolent diminished with increasing concentration* • . 
crecver, the variation of the distribution coefficient
within the same limits' of ammonia'concentration seemed very 
nmrlf ;'tbe east at the three te erstures whereas. the • 
distribution coefficient"at constant ammonia'concentration 
was not a linear function of the temperature*
•■'Bawson^.'in his *3Iatnro of A?.:noniaaal' Oopper Solutions* 
endeavoured to investigate mors sesmirataly the distribution- 
ratio at ©one entr&t i ons of mrnmilie below half normal * ^o 
this end certain experimental improvements wore adopted; 
temperature' was controlled more carefully and larger samples 
of the ©quaoils and chloroform layers were employed in 
analysis* ' ' Experiments wbxb carried out at X§*§°0* and ilia 
results, lay; very approxinatoly, on a straight lima cor res­
ponding to the equations** '
■It s ' 2 6 * 1 6 2 4 - 1 4  o '  ' 
k being the distribution coefficient at concentrations of 
ammonia less than half normal while e, is the molar 
concentration 'of ammonia in the chloroform* 23 o doubt, if 
these results' were corrected for ammonia dissociation, the- 
graph obtained would lose much of Its former curveture and
enable a better representative line to be drawn*
f 6 I
Abbot ©lid Bray, ' In their determinations, experienced 
the. difficulty arising'from the fact that the aqueous _ .
solution® forbad emulsions with the chloroform layer* the 
latter remitting turbid even after standing several hours 
in the therssoslat* Minute drops of the aqueous soluticm ■•
regained na@peBd@d In the chloroform layer mkSng it ■
-^possible to obtain concordant results when different
samples were analysed* ■ • Tk® difficulty was eliminated*
however, by rotating the solutionis within the thermostat
for a period of one to thro# hoars when the twon phases
separated with a . sharply defined bounding- surface. Samples
of the layers wore removed by me ms of syphon tubing and
air pressure wMXa the distribution apparatus was still
within the thearmfeatat* In the- experiments of previous
worker® the distribution apparatus was removed from- its
constant erature surroundings before portions of the
layers wore uliils extracted for analysis* -sis is
quite-an important point and will bo discussed more fully
In the exi^rimemtal section of this paper* fbeir result®,
determined at X3VG and varying over the small concentration
range of 0*0007067 to 0*0017$4 grto* mole* of ammonia par
litre of chloroform solution* gave a mean value S7 *45 for
the distribution coefficient after correction for the -
ionisation of ammonia in the aqueous phase*
(71
ttewaost * taring hi® work upon amg&o&iaaal copper 
solutions* investigated the variation of the distribution.. 
coefficient with concentration of mmorsia over a hip» er
i d nwsoN
CHU,
concentration range than had previously h m n 'attempt®!*
His results, extending to 4*3 normal eolation,- at 13 0t era
shown in l?ig* I ant sr# seta to II© upon a smooth curve*
■ f A) '
fMs work was extended by Bell and Field " who 
determined tko distribution at’ f500 over a -concentration 
■range extonliAg to IS normal* t®suits ?*ere plotted
ni approximately formed a curve which, upon extrapolation, 
'-ire &i as the value for the di sir! hut ion coefficient at 
limiting dilation* Such extrapolation Is not ‘strictly 
legitimate for It does not talc# into account the' effects 
of the dissociation of the aiamenla* f M s  would not greatly 
affect the actual experimental values,for the lowest 
concentration was normal w ith  raspeot to the aqueous' layer, 
hat the effect. beco&oa considerable at, high dilution,. B2i®8@.; 
curves depleting high concentration values.are .of - little 
m m  for deductive purposes* 'the multitude of factors which; 
come into' play at these concentrations make the problem of 
analysis one of"'great complexity*
fhe effect of amonimn chloride upon the ionisation 
of the iT:n?,<onla w m also Investigated* Quoting, from Bell 
and field*s paper ~ *£& ammonia la a waak base it is but 
slightly ionised even at great dilation and consequently 
the addition of an ammonium salt would increase the number 
of un&iseoeiatad molecules very slightly, while the 
percentage decrease,in ionisation would he greatly
diminished,"'If the unionised portion of the,substance is 
distributed than the presence of amoniusa ehlorid* sfccniXci, 
effect the distribution Tarf .Blipfc.tlf and .tfcsa only on 
soeount of the. ’salting out effect’* If, on the other 
hand, the. ionised portion.' ware distributed, the pro Banos of 
the highly 1 onload salt would affect the distribution irsry 
greatly* ** Tim following results ware obtained using three 
normal smonlum chloride;; the first coluum giTos the 
tstimittcl aqueous concentrations, the. second the mlau la ted 
concentrations In the chloroform -layer using the previously 
obtained data, and the last eolmm the concentrations in 
the chloroform as determined- experiment ally* .
WJ . r» t^**14 >5 v *  ' *4MW.i»*> >*!W»tw»4»<wy»<.l!~uWv*N»ityi*»wrw w*irtj, w< ■wiframijKi.tfiw, uwi.
iq. Cone* ' dale ill a ted C H O I 0 one«‘ Observed' CHOI* Cone* $
- ■" o * fc4 • ■ - < 0*037 0*T37
4*52 0 ♦- i>
cd
- - 7*72 -.0*494 0^512 -■
10*16 0*6:3? 0*82Q
fhe differences between the lust two .eelurans. are seen to he 
Tory small as wc$ld,be -expected using mmh high eoneentra­
ti one of asmaonia.
( 9 )
■ Moore ant inisill ' .. emphasis;© .the necessity for 
the• removal of samples from’the aqueous and &on~aqueous 
lay or© whilst the partition bulb is still with in. the . 
they rub stat* their, determinations ware carried out at three 
temperatures IB0*!, 2S°0 and 32*35°0 hut over such a small
9 -
rs
coiaoentraticm range that tim results exhibited nearly 
c o n s t a n t  v a lu e s .
ac;r.> "H ,3 T- *% h *- V *
C'olar) 5
ae°o o*cci:oi £7*42
■ ,0*3043? ■ 1*7 •< I
;?s°s 0*U'OiJ 1*1 5
•' 0*0 h>19 . >4 * U
SS*35°0 ' 0*U. 471 21Tfi
- 0* 01143 • ■ 01*1?
fbe value at 1S°0 is in good agtmwmii wttli that obtained
f 6 )
fey Abbott & Iray ' vis* £7*4$ at a similar axsmoaia
concentration* ;
{ X O }
hiatrieh ' *' investigated the possibility of & tools h
rt„ pics of chloroform from varying source& giving differ *?«y
results on account' of the preBanco of traces of fU IU l m t m
introduced fey tjw i ifaoturera to m ln im im  .dec or/p ©ai tlon* 
i>or this p u rp o m  throe m w $ lm  h i chloroform s~ 
ttalllno&rodt1 n C*r* quality* rehfs find "Vter’s
0*1* ■ were■ oach- distilled and used for distribution 
m®*a£ t/w.e/iis, j&eterminations were carried out .at £fe^ Q' 
tkm oirtltion bottles being rotated,, as reeommendad fey 
hfefeot & Bray, for a period of four hours* After this time, 
however, the chloroform layer.was still cloudy and,.-in.- 
order to #1 Axiate the emulsion, it waa found necessary 
to filter the chloroform by forcing it, using air pressure 
through a eotton*»wool'filter.
11 0 1 1* XXtfs* Chem* 19S S3 9 5
'Alio results fear the tx Unit ion -eoafftalent* using a
■ fsrtiaular utoefe ©anpX.® of chloroform*. showed mo regular 
variation and Bietricih■ contents- Mmaelf by statings
f'as the dlatrimiiloir of mnomia Is between vater and gquaour 
'chloroform end as t t m ' solubility" of water in chloroform is 
• r Influenced fey t o presence of ^ mania*' t h e  value of t&® 
'distribution -oo~®fflatent tends to doerea-ss® with ineraas#'
5 in Q -Q m m tru tion of amsnis in th® water phase; tills oil mi *®
*however, 1b pronounced only la the range of Mgb concentrs* 
Hi ©as of amonla la the'acpnsoaB layer oat for the lower :
■ concentration#-employed%in' -this investigation*'"in' gonaxal
'’leas' tto £*1 tfolax* oomos witlilii the experimental error ■
’involve*! In carrying out tlie i 1 • *
Aa will b# m m , conoontratltms are expre&ssd in grmmx® 
molfaults of ononis par thousand gzw$®m o f solution* .• ;
Instigations by i d  is* j>*dide* Itniing thecvsslves’to greater 
accuracy than volumstri® &®terminalions * have the additional 
advantage of .allowing oorreotlon to ha mad®* if th® . <
oonoantrations used art high,; for the weight of. dissolved •■ 
ammonia -■ a -refinement that la - not possible using a 
volumetric basis’* fhii-s* the distribution ratio in able to 
he expressed as the ratio of the molar concentrations of 
amonia par thousand..gramn®s’ water to that per th® sand 
grammes • chloroform as opposed to the' ratio, molar e<mcontra~ • 
tioa of ate «onia par litr® of m im m ® anwomi a /solution to 
that per litr a of smeniaaal chloroform* Obviously* the 
fo rm er basis gives p.or® accural® results* especially when
— XX —
a large concentration range of ammonia is used., •. In enabling 
the determinations to h© correct relatively to each other, 
■ifefa correction would not,-'however, materially affect.... 
Dietrich’s results ~ fliicli are-presumably expressed in . 
concent rations per thousand grammes solution ~ the conceit-, 
tr&ilen range being so email and - the dilution high#
■ %en c*  ^iri&on of the mean raluea for th# die trihut ion 
ratio of -the three different samples of chloroform., a ;.:. 
discrepancy groator than that accounted for t>y experimentsi 
error manifests- itself when chloroform of•Baler’s stock is 
used, - as the following resulta Cwhich era corrected for• 
m m onlm diegoglstloai) fi
t* & 4*#' C* i 5 'T'T «>*>*. A *
0 . * '- 'r art
r i t h i h ’ S 
t;# 8 *P « X *
2'S-Zl\tw? $ & *
I <%
v*
T cl a# par 1C-0*
srssss*
0 *0 0 0 5 9 3 6
0-0008735
o *0C12®3
C -t01351
1 - o c ie x x  ■
t> r*i?Ar '’ !r^/ Vi' tv V<j $
* v * fM *1 0"% t* W JLs^-tKii
0 n ;c a 0 5 G
Q*Utl9X3
0 *0 0 3 5 ? ?
3*000 7165
:*# ; 130 a
( * (01525-
0 * C0X988
o r so
On J071
0 5 *7 1  
35*80' 
3 5 * 7 ?  '
0 5 -9 2  
35*81 .
35*09
o o  * ^  3 r© r iSFSKtettL'iSWL 33?*** 3^  Jg
S3 *91
5 88
35*86
35*63
35*22Wh *80 Mean*mm«®^Jsea«sa»!!E!£5SiSi
35*60
35*5?
a 40
35*48'
35*42
3© * 41
55 * ,&sd Mean
X 2 ** ■
Dietrich suggests that ''tills fatter of dissolved 
#liapuriti@3 in the ©hleroforia .probably -accounts for the . 
f differences existing bet ween the distribution eoeffIolanta 
•determined on the volumetric basts by different inweatiga* 
’tors and for. the discrepancies .In individual Investigators*- 
fhis certainly does m m  a reaeombXe theory, not only from 
a consideration of Dietrich* s cmt re suit a* but from the 
differing result a reported by investigators in the past*
for. iiistnsea* in Dawson i ! s ** **& first pap 
following results sure given at 5 w.
I s !
the
C 0 8 J ; i a  v ’ J l j  
grnis/litxo
A- .rr "*«
• W  W  e i n ik| < 
griss/litra
A* «?»
0*3375
whereas in a later paper
0 * 2 4 3
7 * 8 1 5
T 4)
£5  *2  )
♦>f3E # «f>SrftW **
»'riV«
I A v e ra g e  2 3 * 2
those results appear at 30~G
0*2Mi /*  ^ 4
y Ctl
©♦3751 • .8*407
12*37
£S*65
I A v e ra g e  2 2 * 6
Dawson and BeBae in this latter paper say they wish to 
ignore the earlier figures beoause vf considerable expert on os 
3in the carrying out of the d@teM.inat tons. has- enabled us 
* to attain a much greater degree of accuracy than earn bo 
•attached to the numbers referred to.above, which were 
•obtained at'the eom^enoemont of our inquiry into the 
#subject*1* nevertheless a discrepancy of 0*6'is a very • 
large experimental error and could easily be used'as an 
argument for the.above theory* Again the later results of
FI Ci.3.
DAWSON & /v!c■'Rfi/:
DAWSON
i 31 , o C S i
>iweea and *yae M at £t) 3» and the results. of Dawson
at 19*5°0* b& -eantrastsd* ,»fcen plotted.* feotb 
series-of .determinations lid ©pproxi a*el$ on two straight 
lines « thus eliminating- the .mgmmt. of experimental mtor *. ;. 
hat the ordinates of tha gxapli representing values at &0 Q^. 
are greater than the eorr#spending ordinates of the. graph . 
at 19*$VQ* h^ r approximately 0*jMar Shown .in fig# 3) whereas . 
soaMnsd experimental erldsmo# 'and the mmlmion® of Dawson. 
and *o>ig themselves .hairs definitely-proved 'that inorease in 
temperature ©eases dsovsas# in the .value of the dietritetien. • 
■Qoefflatent# . .
Ill)
• - f£h® ' experlmeiits of ttooissksw ..: war# the first to ■
take into - eonsiteration :th# inflmtnoo of eaf%on dioxide* ■ 
pxesemt in' th® -atmosphere* ■ upon the distribution of ammonia 
between water pnJ ohXoroforsu • ftressntions worn taken to • > 
eliminate* as far as'possible,: ,the f x m m m  - ©f oar‘bon dioxide 
during fkt setual distribution# • So . this end, the stook • 
amaonia wan ■ Initially distilled- owr baryta e M  eollsoted 
Is aiivfre© water , "the ©hlorofer& -was shaken with eonean- 
tratod sulphuric said and water, distilled, washed with : 
dilute aisaonia solution* dilute sulphuric sold and redistilled. 
After the ohlorofors had been added to the partition -f mmol, 
the air was displaced by hydrogen and the urmonlu eolation 
added ©itt of eoutaot of air#
Oesleshaw** results show that at £5C'0* over a oonoon^ 
fration range 0*1388 to 1*02% molar in .the aqueous layer,
fill - d*a*s«. 1931 {June! ’
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tli# distribution coefficient, not corrected for ammonia 
dissociation, imf be represented- 'by the linear aquation 
k « 24*10 - 23*45or ' 
where e* 'is tint 'molar concentration. of ammonia in the. non- . 
aqueous 1 &$%?•' If the results, corrected for ammonia 
dIsaacistlon, are plotted, the equation becomes o* i oximetely 
k* * 23*0$ - M*S3o* 
fii© prtoisa effect of temperature variation upon the 
distribution coefficient, at constant fxrconi©’ concentration 
in any one layer, has not yet been defined beyond the 
general statement that the law. 1b an inverse one,' increase 
in temperature causing decrease in the distribution 
coefficient# In the following table a selection of results 
of observers, who have used a volumetric bails of analysis, 
arc given# flies# nm&xt) ^  are obtained by correcting results 
for dissociation of « 5 onia, 'plotting and extrapolating to 
infinitely email- ammonia concentration* ■
t\ * . on * - J* 1 It.'iH ji. jbtf-s-fc Jk *L •*!«*• V/#- &•% * 4 "  ^* *
2 ■ 58*53
■ IS 27*45
■. . 10 27*50
20 26*40
' £5 ■ 26'10
2-5 24 * w(i
25 ' ' '■23*85
?:r%v «,m.r *n <y»^ - *» -« »X *3* fOt! fr**1 'vtf-'ifj' \?V' t% * 0 aJ»r (ref* 1)
A3JC? h ffiUt (ref# 6)
I',, ,ca. (ref* 7)
3u Si! & ;'cSU? {ref* S)
* t> f ^  4 } ^  n
#4*- •«.•*► Wi»r-t»- < ref* 1)T>  ^^ « fvT  ^^
«U«S *A>. *J* <• .A***# (ref. 8 )/*„ *^r - > / (ref*11)
(Kct® «* a similar table may be found in the report of
Bell. & . consisting, -.however, o f a mixture
' of re stilts corrected'and uncorrected for amonla 
dissociation)
■ fheore tieally, of course,’the distribution coefficient
at infinite dilution is indeterminate, the solute having
15 - **-■'
oompletely dissociated,* but. these results. represent vain®® 
obtained if --the experimental distribution curves @r© 
extrapolated and they strife 88 an; arbitrary basis for 
comparison, '; Little information can be obtained by plotting 
•these values; in the first pines there art not sufficient of. 
thm and*- secondly* one would hardly-expect s' regular 
variation of distribution eooffiolent with temperature change 
for at least three reasons* 'firstly* the results are.not 
comparable owing-, to the mutual solubility of the chloroform 
an! water altering with temperatures secondly* the varying 
dissociation of the ammonls with temperature will affect 
the ..results* and* finally, there is the objection raised 
by Dietrich that the results .were not obtained using oai. 
specific sample of chloroform.
X G ~
. l im in g  briefly reviews! t&e work of .previous 
Investigators* an @x§#rimtirfcal proee&wr# for .tka-determina­
tion ot..th® partition coefficient of &wf>oni& will now ba 
describe! wklek* it is eliiiaed* .will, yield the most 
ece-urate results*. . It has* - m . its main .feature the .. 
entire.elimination (.as far as possible).of -carbon .dioxide 
of the atmosphere from all re-agoats .ant from the . 
distribution bulb itself*' m
*^«Mx»»fctfW .i>ywit-ui'.4»T> V»if■;•»■• •■<•»- “;.I AU*
» V. -v '-I *  #  I i' * 1 ' '
r^T/^ATiOH iirii isfiiiiiTioir Of strAooajn) aoid 
- •„' flie concentrations of ammonia lit the aqueous and 
»Qh~aquaous lasers were estimated witii standard acid* for 
this purpose solutions were prepared of approximately 
0*7 and.0*3.Uormal 3ulpli.trIs -A©id together-with approximately 
®*Q% and ©•00S..normal caustic soda* ftie alkali was stored 
in inaheater bottles which, together with their glass leads 
war# coated with a .thin layer of paraffin wax to prevent 
inter action with the glass, and were protected from the 
carbon.dioxide of the atmosphere by soda lime guar&^tuhes* 
ffce relatives strengths of the acid In terms of the alkali 
were first determined by weighing out about Z grenmas of 
sold and titrating with the alkali, using methyl rat as 
indicator* ;A11 titrations were performed_by weight and the 
number.- of gramma of alkali equivalent to on© gramme of 
noil, for.the two sets ©f solutions, was determined* 
Standardisation of the stronger fO*OTJ Sulphuric said* Pure 
sodium, carbonate was prepared by heating &*B* sodium 
bicarbonate in a. porcelain iisli until constant weight was 
obtained*.. About 0*5 to 0«8 gran* of car boas to was then 
weighed into #•email.tube and added to a known' weight of 
acid ~ sufficient of the latter being present to proride a 
a-; email excess* (23tls necessary weight of aiid is very 
readily calculated from the results of a preliminary 
titration of the salt against m known weight of carbonate)
~ i s  y
Uare was; taken,on tlm a&dition of the carbonate,to avoid
loss of by' splashing' or spraying. ihe excess acid
was then back titrated. with the .0*02 I» alkali,. enabling- • - 
the weight of acid which is equivalent to 'the carbonate to 
be'calculated; hence follows, the strength of the sold*
In tlii@ titration methyl orange .had to' be employed since 
methyl red gives an indefinite end-point in the presence 
of carbon dioxide* 1 • In the standard!sqt ion which' follows, ■ 
the list of/methyl red was resumed* this indicator being 
much more .sensitive at high dilution than methyl orange.' 
fttsndaydisation of the ^sul^r (0*03 ID Siilpliiirio acid*'
Jibo.ui 10. $ tm m m  of the 0*§2 If* hXhali were weighs & out : 
and neutralised*to a' Email excess*with 0*l-3!I. acid* ' fliin 
excess was.then hack titrated with' the 0*0C£ir, alkali; 's' 
simple calculation gives the Talu@ of the acid in tarns of 
the O*0&(». alkali and*' as this is known with reference to 
the standard 0*721+ acid* the required strength of the 
weaker acid easily follows;
fliis method of standardisation possesses the' advantage 
of not only giving the absolute values for the strengths of 
the silts hut also providea a double ohoak ensuring that 
they are correct relatively to '"each other# .
She .values'of the alkalis in terms of their coispi©-’ 
msntary acids were kept 'periodically in check and, in order 
to ha consistent* were carried' out'using bromo-erssol purple 
as indicator, for this was the ©elected indicator adopted in 
deter®mini? distribution coefficients*
t0**;
I'fee tat
'■ thsmostst ocmsislit ©f a rectangular tank : 
i* "hiVtai u a wo©den ataM m i. covered Itw m .tlx t^k layer' 
cf felt* to prevent logs ©f feint by fttaiaiioo*' -Constant 
torgeyaiur© control wsra effected by a Ete£©sry»tcluenft 
regulator of the spiral type* Vfe# toluene feed been 
pmsflflti by shakiiig with ia@r©ury„f tlias removing tfetopbon®
1 parity a# a black proelp I tat©} * separating s M  distilling ~ 
tfeo f lrat fraction m m ia ln in g sny remaining tM ©phene being 
nogXeatei: «* # %i® proow© wsf continued until 'addition of
m xQ 'iX 'j k # t I ec- let© i/looiic** of i * ity*. .turif lection 
•of t m  merely in preliminary filtration end then
in B l lm i i i *  it to fall repsate&Xy .in. tiny droplet© from m 
Idravxi cut to a fine point! through.a .©elution of 
jsereuroua nitrate in §Gf^: siitrla scld • obtained %ti & burette* 
O lm l ly  tie ateury was vs* mod to about sa
m &fgraUug dlslt saii then filtered* .
-he regulator .operated a relay of tlia iisiiaJL electro* 
ma.gntt *„ j*' the latter being-supplied with. emrrent hy © 
d»volt accur" ulster n M  working ® isorcmry contact* makliig or 
breaking the current in tfes feasting cirouit soaording te 
tli# fell or r.U*e is temptrstiar# of the thermostat*
VI-! © water if as e^ r; fail? isaiiitaiiist at a eonatsmt level - 
and wag offio .ently stirred. fey a iwo^ bl.it© i * 4la .worked by 
an elo©trie ...mot or*. Vha tanporatura was sat at ZZ ;Jv* by
of a atoiivl v;t t. ratrotester mid did not vwry sore tfeon
± .o * -0 2 °  ♦
- - .• fo. maintain:the sensitivity of ike' thermostat*
sparking at the' mercury■'surface in the regulator was ' 
prevented. by connecting: a four microfarad oondenser and 
an electrolytic.condenser across the'terminals* Iks 
electrolytic condenser consisted of two al.12mini.t1m foil 
plates immersed In'soap''solution* ' " %on mxy mxm forming 
on %he mercury - causing fall of sensitivity - the surface 
was cleaned by means of -an ordinary pipe cleaner moistened 
with kensene, '
«5?7pr.r,v (yjpi  ^ Cf,\lD ,1 7*5 ( P n AT.!?} '
nffnrrriir-m-»Hrir-imi--lfiiri-rlVi.W Ti,‘i— '1 ».r—-™ .|r--   - ■ ^  ■....■.nn
■ fhis supply of. air was also used for conductivity 
purposes and consequently,''In addition to hsing free from 
oar bon dioxide* was washed-free from’ ammonia*
/ - ■ A constant stream of. air wa*s *V.ained by means of a ■ 
filter pump in”son junction with « bottle and syphon
tube*' After .passage through a reservoir,"the air travelled 
up a vertical glass column packed with : ml pieces of
pumice stone over - which flowed a’ stream of strong caustic 
soda*.' ' A' second'similar' mlmm* containing f easier Solution, 
removed any traces- of amends present*. filtration was 
than accomplished by first;passing the air through glass 
wool and then "through an adapted Buchner flask fitted with 
•filter p a p e r * "
■ Th-0 normal pressure of the air stream wan equivalent
to about .10 ■ inches of water, hut*' if necessary, considerably 
hi ;bef pressures * in the n?lj$&bourhoo& of 2ft* of water ~
omi 14 be obtained hj tightening the screw clip on the 
sgrphea tub©*'. With these ■■■higher. pressures,wsBhing was 
obviously not bo efficient* so that slow streams of . air 
wot® always used,. except. in such cases., as did not permit 
ihair use* She purity of the air strnaia was tasted* from 
time to t%m+ ,bj m m ®  , of baryta-solution*
t'Ci ' i l f / . f j  A ’2S til. ' 't’v.'V*- ftT ft "S-fry1* T» -■» ,V , 1 r rr
„* it i ^  *. j i«j v   ^ w ' -  1 «*> v ' .b *.? v ; ^ 5» s  4 j. * ? ■ ...
Carbon~dloxide-free water was obtained from a conductivity
I IP :still of tl'i.0 type recosrjsended by Bengough, %tmrt and Its 
the essential parts of which war® composed of purs tin*. 
Ordinary laboratory distilled water, together with'a' 
quantity of potassium M~&olphate was boiled in a cop* er 
boiler*'' fh© steam passed town a coiled tube into a water* 
trap chamber - entering this chamber by a tangential opening 
and thus having a. spiral motion- Any carton dioxide \ 
present was swept away by an upward stream of 1 pure4 air in 
tit main part ©f the still, wills' the steam, condensed by 
a surrounding cold water jacket, .'collected in' the reservoir 
tnd was syphoned out wlien required*
After wording for about two months, the still gave 
water;of specific conductivity fc s 0*6 x 10**° or loss,, at 
the rate of three-quarters of a litre per hour provided 
that reasonable ears in maintenance was observed* 
r ; n m a a  T '" .  rr f * v p )  **,.
*he chloroform used.was a sample of May & Baker’s B*JV 
It was first shaken with vary Silata ("/xDC^ caustic socta
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to moTi'asi dlssolTcd .carbon dioxide or .other acid . 
impurities,.than separated and fraatl orally ...distilled.in 
a. current of ^nre^slr* fhe. distillate was collect ad la 
m yellow Winchester bottle fitted with syphon tab© end 
soda.Its® guard tuba• 1
/ From: ti~:.a to . tims a-.stream-cf. •pure1 sir was passed 
through the stock solution I it was periodically tasted 
for acidity* ;
m M w m A T m ^  QF m m  A m m i A  ^ t w ^ i o i . ,  ■ ■
A**$*- Q*&& aK&onld'''solution. was distilled in a ICjcldahl 
apparatus ~ previously flushed out with fpure * air ■«*'-the ■ 
■ammonia' being- collected' in a iekx paraffin waxed Winchester 
bottle wontaining conductivity. water*' 4ny initial 
carbonate present was converted to barium carbonate by the 
addition: of a few drops of baryta solution to the distillini 
flask* .i&sy tendency towards back suction was’eliminated ' 
by baring the 'leadlng~ln tube Just below "the surface of the 
water in-the receiver* ' "
. An approximate subsequent analysis of this stock' 
■ammoniM solution proved the strength to be approximately " 
eight normal*
£ ? * -)/•%*• X'W’g'J f ^  ; t' ) y ;v. * ,?
,j?he distribution bulb was a modification of that used -
... ci*iJ ■ ■ :: ■1 '
by F .c If * TJ*'Y v in their distribution masaurevents and
f 131 - y*G*&*.UE3 - U3 ■ ~ MSC},,' ■
** && —
consisted of:a pyrox glass bulb of £80 as. capacityfitted 
with capillary tubes' of ro as shewn in the diagram,
Tii#." apparatus was d@si.gntd and its method of . me a umli that 
contact of the out aids air with the reagents was prohibited} 
so' that* as.far as was possiblef bo/carbonpMbxide was 
allowed.../!# .h@;.present either. i'h -the apparatus ;or-.la-the 
11qold at .contain©d therein daring the dibti ibuticn no&onro- 
merits. I n  order to; tranter BQluttoiie tiom their
"    } • . , - ; ; : i J ^ f. -.
respective Btoah''bottles to the partition bisih; *m inter­
mediate vessel waa necessary, Mid this took, the form of a 
measuring:: cylinder* / **his mmmtlng cylinder was fitted 
with two tubas haring rubber: extremities''and’pinch... clips 
so that definite quantities iofi reagent a could "be masitrei 
oat for use* c:77777h\ . . 7 "  ,7
Uli#'-method of filliii w m  o it ictedrks\foXld%Bs-- : 
fh& partition bulb was ©leaned thoroughly and then rinsed 
out with conductivity water., ' A stream of •pure* air wm 
than lad. through both the imlb ant the isaasmrlug -cylinder 
to flush out sll carbon dioxide. . When this had been 
completed* the various clips were closed* the last one to 
ho so closed being the one for admitting the ‘pure1 air 
curreirt*- 'This procedure had tho affect of creating a 
small .pressure within the apparatus and thus- enaured that, 
when the clips were subsequently released* the air motion 
was outwards.
Beiarenea is now 'nade to the accompanying disgrans.
a Cl c c
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In th ese; diagrams: the tubs £ is competed to the del ivory
..tubs, ■ f  of ..the- conductivity' still' and,, on releasing the ,. 
clips on' the : tdhee js mud' a* (in that order);.the required 
amount of water is allowed to. run in* • The tubs £ is now 
■ eonneotedmto- the• syphon'tube, e,' of the ammonia bottle, and. 
the tuba s’ to the sucjion pomp,, &* Sufficient. amoaia 
is sacked in . to give approximately the desired, concentration 
*». the amount being readily calculated from, a knowledge of 
the strength of the ammonia stock solution and the volume 
of water already in the cylinder, ; The vacuum existing 
inside the measuring cylinder is released by flashing oat 
the cylinder with1 pure*, air'from, the supply, £». fixe tube, 
is'now joined-to the'tube,■ V.; the tube, £ to the tube " 
a *, • and the - suction ‘pamp,',j|'to the tuba, b f . In this way 
the aqueous ammonia is■ transferred, from the cylinder. to the 
bulb, ■ After - eliminating’ the vacuum in the bulb with ‘pure* 
air, the■tube, b is - connected to the chloroform supply, g; 
the. suction -pump J. is connected' to . the tube, and 
sufficient of the non-aqueous solvent thus added* A final 
'stream of ’pure1 air is admitted through the tuba, b and .
c-
•the clips then closed In the order V, hr,. b, .
It was unnecessary, in this first series of experiments 
to have any definite ratio existing between.the volumes'of 
the aqueous and non-aqueous layers* The chloroform was 
therefore'’sucked directly-from.the stock, solution. The use ’ 
of the measuring cylinder, in the first instance, was for
diluting the stock w nonl-a to the r@qu.ired concentration*'' • 
la "brief * ''was tin .method 'used for- filling 'th® 
distrfbutloh bulb; Y&uny' minor details and refinements. have 
%mn purposely omitted as -.they would' only serve to • ’ • 
'■complicate the description of the' process* "
method may neem lengthy ant th® process fastidious 
.hut the required conditions ore only satisfied ^ in the 
manner set out* hi*ne® no apology is offered for the space 
devoted. to • the; description* ;: . ■ . ' .
- After thoroughly shaking, th® bulbs were placed 1 n 
the thermostat; two-, or throe subsequent and -violent shakings 
were given to the" bulbs at hourly'intervals after- which .
-they were allcwd to remain' undisturbed for a' period of
‘ : {6} ' ' Ha!
at least 18 hours,' A1S02 & ISBilT and later
as' has previously been mentioned - experienced the 
difficulty of emulsified non-aqueous layers* She former 
.advocated rotating th®' hiO.be for from os® to three hoars; . 
while the' latter adopted, a filtration method to overcome 
the-difficulty* . In the present aortas b£ experiments# . 
however,.after the stated forlot of IS hours both the 
aqueous and the’ non-squeens layers were, quit# clear. On 
removing the - bulb from the thermostat however emnlslfiea-tion 
did take place; a natural result of the fall in temperature , 
effecting the mutual solubility of the two solvanta*
Tim absence of omul si float i an may -babe hmu duo to a 
different t: ^Xa of chloroform having hmn used, or to the 
different method of initial purification or again# and-
more probably* to the 1 r > r^- period given in\the.thermostat*
!o doubt equilibrium between the two layers, as far as .the
distribution of ^poaia is .concerned, was. reached in. meli ,
; ‘ ■ f 91 { }
less time* MOShii £ *JZ~* m  wall as OC3HJ*Jll&W.
■ .' ■ f 101 '
recefiaraend two hours OX "a.*, 101 ■ uses four .hours ss periods
necessary, for definite .equilibrium; ■ no doubt-two hoars may
be given is a conservative estit jta* ".
mxtQn m'xnm m  v:rs . : ■•■■ - '
• v ■ -I?h0 indicator: selected for use ■ mast' fulfil three
conditions*. visi ■ •-•' •
p fl> ~ 21 mat be 'insoluble' in eliloroforia
•:••. ..{&}•■■- It be' sensitive end give a distinct colour
c 1 i.
f$) - It i n  net' be affected by car bon dioxide*
"*h $e®n <k KdRae, Abbot' §? -Bray*: and -Cocleshair all us©d ■ 
orange in their determinations in which the w< 
standard : solution 'employed wan Abbot A lrayfs 0*CEM 
hydrochloric acid* In tins •'present experiments 0*Q< 
slhali was employed*, bp that the use of methyl orange was 
out of the question owir** to its insensitivity at this 
concentration* ■ Moore ' *nrslll support the use of methyl 
rad* and* in six rejects - m m  that it is soluble in 
chloroform * it would have been sa admirable indicator to 
m®* fliis solubility in chloroform* however* involved such 
difficulties and uncertainties that its use was abandoned. 
Metric!* advocates "Sotima Allsarin Bulphcmiitt as. a suitable 
indicator sand uses it in conjunction with 0*01S* acid;
calces'
Judging from M s  results, It' seamed satisfactory*
fha indicator finally decided ftpm was Brbmo Cresol 
Starpl*- fpH; 5*£ .**' 6*8); this was not the ideal' in&imior • 
for tli© wsrls-fef any nmna - such an indicator 1ms yet to- 
ha discovered - Vat. it .possesses'the qualities of heli <. 
Inaal-uhle in chloroform, of giving a very decided colour' 
■ehang# I yellow.to purpleand of very sensitive*
It possessed the disadvantage of being affected, to boss* 
extent*. by carbon-dioxide? tMs true guarded' against, however 
by felng only Conductivity water in titrations* It ' » 
possible .to basic titrate with allmli and to oh tain
th# end-point to the nearest drop (0©3 so)
vw/^ 3 op r ^ r m  
' - If is imperative that samples of the individual layers 
should ha withdrawn whilst the partition'bulb is still 
within the t »r «.otat* fhis -point does not appear to' hare 
boon stftssai in Vm reports of.previous-Investigators, 
although it is one which Is certain to influence the accuracy 
of the results obtained* If the partition apparatus^ . is 
re^ noved from Its confetti* temperature surroundings, - bow.® of 
the water dissolved in %m chloroform will he' eliminated'.
In tiny droplet® and, from density considerations, slowly 
migrate to 'the. upper 'regions' of .the layer, ' Uoreovsr, ■ 
each droplet will, abstract from the clxloroforiB a certain 
quantity of ammonia so that estl *t®d cohooutrations of 
■ammonia In the chloroform layer will he too high'or too low
according m  to whether the sample is removed from'the top ' 
■or from' %im bottom of th© layer* ; ;
' ''ampless'of tile lajbtb wore removed by pressure of.® •
nirmm of: *p:ar®* air through a three-way-tap ecmroete&vto
■ *5 ■ .
the tuber* ¥* in the diagram already -given C facing. p#£4)*
Xh© ©&iaUi^‘ poressnre within the apparatus was first 
released ly opening this tap - which was closed as soon as 
tlit him of out rnrr-ing'gss had ceased#' ■ Tha rubber tubing ■. 
and clip at' V  • were "than' removed and the capillary tube • 
washed' by- blowing • ewr a small quantity of the. aqueous layer, 
control'being effected by the three-way tap. ' After drying 
the end of -the capillary tube with a piece of filter paper* 
weighed conical:" fl&shs ■ - containing' indicator' - were - 
allowed .to receive samples*."■ The rubber tubing and clip 
wcrt then replaced# .• A 'similar procedure .is follow#! in 
removing samples from' the' chloroform layer:- the ye©airing 
fl&sim containing* • in addition to indicator* a few cable 
centimetres of conductivity water* ;' ■ '
. In this.way* two ox three samples of each layer were 
simultaneously removed; for analysts#'-rfha bulb was tlien 
wall bTvi on*allowed. to remain in the thermostat fox another 
period of three or four hours* snd sstsln analysed* ‘ .She 
quantities removed for analysis depended'" on' the • concent rat ion 
of ammonia present, varying from , ^ OiClRsteXy go g? ■* «s , 
at the : smallest concentration to fir® graces at the highest.
■: hif ttr the removal of € s,- the flash a with, their ■' 
contents war# weighed, neutralised to a small'excess with
standard s il\ h itlo • acid and weighed again. ' Th* -«3$e&a. aaid
was then hack titrated with the standard, caustic ao&s end
ike amount required- determined by a final weighing of. the 
flaskc* ilia stronger sold and alkrli .wars need. in. . 
sb tilting the aqueous layer, whilst the:; weaker-. sol at lens 
determined the ecaoentr at t <ma in the chloroform layer*
-w ¥wingw  gywit
nrmji 1 TT
.$«£«*, fcMfc: **_> •: • ~ «Jb -m *** . -»t* -iCr«*.v- agfi».«£*
■ ■ : lii :mski2ig tip solutions , of ammonium -'chloride the same'
precautions were ..■observedwith-regard-to' carton dioxide, l* 
contact ©f the liquid with the atmosphere was reduced to a 
minimum*:= to this ©net n -Oermaii standard litre' flask/. 
calibrated at wm  fitted with m$$kmi tubing*.' "
f hi s. flask rmu- first1 flushed' -out with 'pure1 air, • then- / 
connected' to' the gtlll' and - soma -conductivity water added*- - 
*£he naaess&xp amount of salt was than weighed out -« : the 
weights hairing'been'previously-calibrated hy Kicharda1 
Method • ' *■ ** the - gfpkan: tube • rem-ored' from the flask and - - 
the ©alt-washed into the flask. as rapidly. as' possible* 
flit wash bottle used contained Conductivity water and was 
operated by praBsuxe-fro® the "’pure* air supply* . l±thx -. 
Any - carbon'dioscide- that laaj have -entered the flask while
adding;the salt was•swept out and the necessary quantity 
of • stock ammonia, solution was- added, to obtain any desired 
concentration# ■ fiMa was'aooaaplisliot by first sucking 
into the measuring cylinderf .,«*■ described .in Part-1 * the 
volume of ammonia solution required;, connecting -the- cylinder ■ 
to the flask and transferring Xhe solution fro® the. one to 
the Btiior* '- &ere'conductivity water was. then admitted until, 
fixe level-was $mt below the graduation mark. and tlm flask . 
placed"' in the thermostat,.= ■ /ken. t&e solution had attained 
tim temperature of the., thermostat, sufficient con&uctivity 
water was added - to make the volume of -.-the solution up- to 
one:litre and it was -then.rapidly -transferred, for..storage ■ 
and use- into a Winchester., bottle fitted with syphon tube 
and soda lima guard tube, -.
fha proportions- present of •chloroform axil water in the 
part if ion bulb cannot bo selected at random ~ in view of 
their mutual, solubility - m  was the case in the first series 
of determinations, for the Ionia .strength of the salt solu­
tions must ha preserved* *o obtain perfect constancy of ■ 
tlia ionic strength of- the aqueous solution after the addition 
of the .'chloroform, it would be necessary to know the effects
of the dissolved salt end of the ammonia upon, the mutual
osolubilities of water .and cfclorofora ai.ES'O* Approximate
results, however, may bo procured by using tae data t lied - .
I s} -by Dawson' ‘ who-gives the relative solubilities at 28°0
as follows* —
*» 3X *
ICCae, water dissolve 0*42 ee Chloroform gif lug 2O0*30ea Soln 
2-C-0aa. - Chloroform' dissolve 0»15£oe Water giving 99*6Se<* Sola 
It was' decided, however, in these experiments to use 
a constant ratio of 60 ca aqueous layer to 50 ce* chloroform 
layer ~ihasa volumes of liquid 'being suitable, when in the 
partition bulb, for the removal of samples by the method 
already describe!* the error, involved m&y be approximately 
eompuied by using the above dita; it will be a maximum 
for the weakest salt solution •-* the 0*GS formal - and will 
amount to approximately 0*£5m* .
f he >v eral espartosn 1 proeedur* was similar to 
that 'described.in Part I; 'the volumes of chloroform and of 
'ammoniac#! **lt solution wars measured out bj means of the 
measuring cylinder and introduced into the partition bulb 
after■the'latter had boon carefully'dried# ,
■ , : Ola® following results were obtained for the distribu­
tion of ammonia between pure water and chloroform at 25°C* 
fha fir at two, eoluians show the msBsm&i concentrations of 
ammonia in chloroform and water respectively and are 
expressed in grama equivalents of amonii par thousand 
grammes. solvent* ■- Ooltnan -three gives the 1 tmcorreeted* 
partition coefficient obtained by dividing column two -by 
oolumh one; "the degree of dissociation f ^ } of the ©larsonia 
is then calculated'from tb@ dissociation constant 
h ~ 1*8 x 10 * finally column five shows the true partition
coefficient .given by multiplying the .’uncorracted* partition 
coefficient by the factor Cl **°0
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f&e ■ results' for tlie third determination are given below,
in full detail, as an example of experimental data and its 
treatment#- ,. . .
Ana Isr s l.g of 4$ goons., la jar l.fw. simultaneous withdrawals I
fa)- 16*3998 gnas* nautralissd'to o:csass with 18*9389 grms*
ef -0*66?7611* IT*? -C> and tesk titrated with 
1*£4X? grant ef '* Isdl,
. 16* .3993 griss* th@ref.ora• require 18*20$? grms* ef ©aid
for neutralisation •
1000 grm&»1 of aqueous la^er 'henc© contain Cj* 76984 ;. ' •
equiTS* of nv'snia;" !*©• '13*113 grss*of El!^ '
0*76984 ® qn.tr b; of s'innia a m  therefore present in a v:a
* ' 98ts*Ci gr: a* para waters Hence .
eaoivd i of suiionia tiro 'therefore nresent per ' :";T 
..-.I * ’ gras* pur a water ;
tfc); 6 -4640 grss* .neutralised ' to excess with ■ 7*4919 gnas*
and back. titrated with 1*9034’ gras* /, ■ A
■ , ; * J» * ■
$*4$40. grma* therefore require .7 *4426 'gras* ©old. for ;■:; 
neutralisation. 7.
'1C00 gr&s* aqueous. laftr hence - contain 0#?S88? eq/aivs
,7 annonia; !• @* '••contain• 13“037 grma# of 105 K
. * * . .  :•■:•
‘ o* cnnirsv of smmcnis are . therefore. present 1b.7.77;aa.
- 7- ■ * 980*90 grras* pur®:- water ■ i Hence •,'■ - a>-:a.
: 7Q*-.7n* . * equiTs* of smcmi© .are tiierafor^  ^rosent in ' 777 ^ 
:1 > grms* pare water* ' 77:’. aa;-.:
Anatysl.B of Zsrer . f two ■ simultaneous withdrawal© I 7
(a! £1*6358.grma, neutral!red to excess with 16*£817 •grma* of.
0*0226167» 4:0804, and back titrated with 
0*2954 grms* of ’0*t ?m77Sf. Ha OH# -
£1 *4358 gras,. therefore require 16*£546 gran ©old for 
neutralisation
1000 grms* chloroform solution contain 0*022257 eqaivs" 
\ of a ,Tfuoniaf! i#.e,contain 0*07912 gms*
. O*.0£££5? .equlve? of ila are therefore oo&iaimed in '.
999*62 * x ». pure chloroform;:: Hence
0*022266 equips* of iaia'are contained in 1000
- pure dill f for®#-.
54 **
(h) . 21*6564 grtm. neutralised' to. excess ^ itli 16*3289 grms. 
" o f  acid and; WcJc -titrated with "
■ 0*4058 gras# slfcsli
21*6564 griBS* require therefore 16*291? gras, said for 
• ■ lie at re 11 sat ion
X gras, chloroform solution contain 0*02228?
Bqnirst ■ of aiMBiia, i.e. 0+37962 grms'tlE^
0*og££ B? equivs: of aimionla are there fore contained in. -
• 999*62 grass pur®, chloroforms hence :
' - -O*022295 eaaiTS. of &rr.»onl& ©re.-therefore contained . in’
ifwwmv*:*izant&tves>v*- ’*f ... „
xuuu gn.;3 pure chi or ef ora
I 0*73305
Average of ( • gives 0*77957 equire: par 10C0 grias
( 0*77908 Water
*-ryM‘ £ <*,  ^i , v * *
—  ■' { 0*022266 r -
Are rage of ( • • gives 0*OX*2-s eqnivsi per 9 gras
I 0*022295’ ' Chloroform
ix £%*■» -.tX. X X* Vd*? i i' j1 A- WX » 0*7795?
°*02228 s 34*2SI
distribution of ummnln feotwsen obi or id#
.o,solution *m& tshloraf* E&';0« gave lh.cs fo l lo w in g  v a lu e s :
S5°a .* a •■■:.•; i f
I
201:0: o f  
:n , .o i
i*u ^  la  <* X
Or.j* f-o la *
p » r Xv.;:< ■»
'  ] i n  -an:,"
* r  * T o le ,
} e i 1C. 0 fsrjss, 
■ t b 1 ~
r . o . «  o
8
.^ v e o *  o f
C is feo a ie tn  
f ^ l  o f
&msmmx a
.**>
It 
*1 
■
. 
0 
«-t
.s*
“ i
0 .0 2  i f . t> ’ 01545 v« 47358 ' * k *->*; 0 V«w» * 0*V .4)331 55*220 ' ';
c * . a  %'.;/• c -e ^ e io 85*10,8 35*167
*- C  ^yT *■» X-0498 54*£CJ e -C C ? 5 4 34*479
. fCCV?:; 30*541 0*3  ^313 33*311
0*05  M. 7-110 8*4854 33*499 o*m?cm 33*480
0*2  « . r < 1 6 7 8 • 0*57935 34*£C£ $%;* : 3-9 34*210
* m i x 1*1:414 34*0CG 0*«- U 9 34-K>3
» * ' / .  ,3 £ **& ;? 33 * 39 8 0 *c *. C i 9 33*t-»3
1 *0  H . ©*$7633 £ *0 2 -> 33*863 f> * <■ V %  ^ jt 33*203
-
-
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. She FsrtitioB Ooeffielenie given in columns three and 
five of fahle I are a hewn in Fig* © plotted against 
concentration of ammonia in chlorrfcm. 2he corrected 
results lio on a o './oth curve which on extrapolation yields 
35*&4 at t!i# lisa it lug value at infinite dilation of aimacmia * 
for c one ®n t r a t i one of ammonia f in the eg aeons phase) 
extending to approximately one molar, the det er&iinations 
may he said to lio on a straight line o or re »po nd lag to the 
equation
k, v a 35*84 - 34*5 e** 4 0 O ^ *
where jfc is the •partition coefficient* £ la the concentration 
of ammonia f by weight ) 1b chloroform*
The only other results on a weight basis, and therefore 
capable of direct <n prison are those of Bietrioh (see 
page 11) whose value of 35*8^ at high dilution, is given by 
a series of estimations having an average deviation of 
i o*o? , it is possible, however, to reduce values from a 
weight basis to a volumetric basis by employing a knowledge
of the densities of chloroform and water at If we
-•«*•» **»« *.„+«„ eene.antratlon per 1 l*> gras* water
* concentration per, 1 1 h> gnus* chloroform
hv the Tfttio density of wa6ex at <6*5 * 0» euaH
density of chloroform at B5Q* 
obtain a good enough approximation for the distribution
coefficient on. m volumetric basis* 2hu densities of water 
and of chloroform at gh°0, are 0*99708 and 1*4843 respectively 
and, on multiplying 35*64 - the "infinite dilution'” result-
<*>o* (a■fc- ol <r^
iNziniddlQ? N O  I.
by the. ratio of ..the00 densities, the value of 83*94 is • ' 
obtained* - If this 'bo compared -with' the•extrapolated values 
of other investigators. f obtained from Stable on page 14) the 
agreement- is seam to be" fairly close.- ■' : ' ' :
"  , t ( t n t / , * !  st * tf* f 1 f t  y * *5 
*(, t \ &  4  * 4 , « 1  > J s« ! ■»
>■ 1 T  T * !  ,N' f •’sTt )»*?-* /• tf
-«(-& ..it- jjS, .4.’ J*. -S.. .., «sv ^ : 0 , ,  - •
' ; * *  :&a.
■ 2 3 * 8 3  ■ 0O0I*1 SI11?
? ;  : ' ' £ 3 * 9 4  1 ■ ■■. !U?^rcdr •
‘ 2 4 * 0 0  h r
'S'iFfT. .fe ‘P T ^ T I ^
►£.j* ■'*'£*4•$<•■£ v«i' *1
: B4 *0-6 **«Y 1 ** nVTf * x.r ^  4, ^ ' 1'
.-Those values for the.distribution ratio in tho 
presence of ,0*02 .and 0*E Molar ammonium' chloride are also ;: 
•found. to lie upon straight linos, tbs three. curves being 
exhibited to get bar in fig* 6. .
distribution measurements' give a' ready'method of 
calculating an- important function, namely* the 'activity 
coefficient of the undleeoaftated portion of the amomia*
■the activity or Hhemodyu «i ie* cefeeentratlon. of a substance 
in eolation divided by the actual eemeentrattorn gives the. 
activity coefficient- a quantity that will 'now be- studied 
with the limited data available* la m perfect solution, 
l«e* one which.follows the ideal gas laws, the activity 
coefficient of a solute' will be unity, but, in actual 
practice * each m state of affairs ia not obtainable even 
at high dilution* .She deviation of the activity coefficient
from -gnlty will, however-* glm m  a meastnre of the aviation 
of behaviouw ©f the B&hai&BOe from the laws of the ideal 
eolation. ' •■• "
: Let mb first ©fall urn hew tMs activity coefficient 
®&y ha derived-from the ".dletrifetition data* - - Sy definition 
tlit partition coefficient (k) at any concentration fa)
Is given by the ratio cone entratl oil of andissociated ammonia '
in water to that in chloroform
1
i - .n
v ■ « *** : f 1 !***^ tfi * * * * •*-*#■****** v * * -.
. . . . . . .  ' C
a’ratio that is observed to vary with change is total
■ " - . 4
aimonla. concentration* Whan, howeve** we ose the ratio ~a -
of the activities of the tmdlssooijtel sr&o&ia in water and 
in ehloroform^sn * ideal1 partition coefficient is obtained 
that remains constant for all ranges of concentration ant • 
which la equal la value to tbs ordinary partition -coefficient 
ffc0) at infinite dilution of ammonia.. S i s  is necessarily 
true from.the concept Of., activity, and from the fact that, at 
infinite dilution, activity and concentration become 
identical* Hence at the concentration £, wo shall ale© 
hare * .v «*i»0 f«? I
0 . is
c
If* now, we lalt the assumption that in the n©a~aqueous 
layer’ the activity of • the aimonia is equal to its eonden- 
tretion.then, on dividing (z) by fl) we'obtain?
fh© right haul site of tMs is, .by definition,
the activity coefficient f# ) of the Bn&lsaocla-ted.
■
eirc ionia at concentration e, ®o that we hay©
# K  'fuH, . » «*«*•
K  '
*h© samt 'equation hold©,.»ot. only for change© in 
concentration tot ale© whan salt eolations are employed 
in place of par© water* the nativity coefficient being 
gi'?m by the ratio of 'k& to the&easared partition 
coefficient* Xa taking- the activity.of the ammonia m  
mtmX "I© its concentration in'the non^mtimm® layer,, we 
are assessing that salt toes not' pass from the ©$nsmta to 
the nGn~&$&$tma phase and that the amount of water present 
in the latter It not ©efficient to materially alt&t the 
activity'Coefficient-of the amenta*
fa the following table {fable III I im shewn tow ths 
activity coefficient of the tmdiescalated ammonia in 
pare water varies with the concentration of .Maonia present*
' 
i£ 
PJ
.t
r/
*/
' 
[
VH
N
]
i '*
"S» ,* *&>
il^** a,!** 1fW
• V.
a ,?«*•' vn^
Cm: Hols
sxfcsac far It-
tr^os wat©^ 
(el
0*12890 
0*49757 
0*77387 
0*95192 
1*0264. 
1*21 £9 
2*26?fl 
3*0349
T-* ;*. r v r r?T4 A A 1 Vi 4*
< * »*yr?s•*.<* t % T  *'*.T•*»»
S #  #* A , W , &
{k@ )
wte* <»*h **<ats:o
* 3-5*64 
35*50? 
" 35M21
. 34*017 
34*651 
04*561 
■04*091 
■ 03*446 
■-. -0S*
agviyisx . - 
' cr/smcrrrs*
fjMihu4
1*0000 
1*0003 
1*1143 
1-C037 
1*C)0BS 
1-C213 
1«C3G0 
I-CG56 
X *C069
.. • • It. has -heen stated • in the past*, and It has been 
customary to assume, that the. logarithm. of the aotlyity 
©osffloient of a non^elsatrolytei is proportional to its 
©onoeairation* £hua, the, fomala log* * t a «  •. where jc
it a 00118taut and n  the molality* ©an fee Immediately
f 15-1
derived frOa the empirical" forimiXs of "Lewis'and Ban&sll 
ant has been widely used fcy KaMslX lr FalXojv- Hi© formula 
rests*’.however, on fra j ** itary and not rery so©urate data* 
l^ ig* T shows' the valu-bb of f taken 'from.' ?ahl9 • III efcov©
J nh}
plotted against the molality,- and ©Iso the Talmas of l o g o ­
ff will ho seen'that fJnWj follows a linear relation mry
mnoh mar#' closely than log*/ ' so that the ©Ration
J#H>
■ V  f - iH- k V " '
*i . ..
is to he prefer rod*
CIS) « *fheTtmdyiigmlos1 ■ e^-olion .111111 01K t p* 288
- 41
Of i^ ore interest is the Yarietica si f rtr I n  p rm m nm
1=5 •$, in
of mmmlrn ,ehler£&e, $artiealarl;r at infinite dilution of
a.Gsisoitia«': ^b© two curves' depleting ■ the partition eoeffi*
eie&ta In :p?@e€iie#. of :0*02 and 0* £ .• Molar• mmontum efclorlde
extrapolation glir© values 35 *6 7 and M * 98* • falsie■ If 
below shews the. calculated actiTit^ ■ coefficient g*- •' ;
ivrrui it
ft fSf M-'P'f.Wr iat i vr * ■ 'X r^i?> ■?>I j.A.k<i.„P J J.i5* 4& < V ),* ,J *> ,», 1 wt"1 'I 4 i
Srn? Cols* pox Xu.O 
girias: IK  ,01 e o la t io n  . 
**(ci- "
r fpx m  *, v. **.« * .**^ *^,4*. 85*67jwmtJwiftMiumi'.
0*47332 35*220
ft* SSassi a "«^.*,= «S< JU ■«/ *g f£ ■« n fsr*y'<4^4^ 4jlh *w? C
1*2433 ■ 34*479
2*1-72 ” 33*3X1
0*2 II* II KOI
Q'S?2 J5 
1* 24 4 
2*4699
ii-jrri v i k?rt$(fi?
f
f W'*1* 7*? a fb# *' a V X J*
34*38
34*519
.34*063
33*
AUXX
A/ r*f  ^T '^W W »/ *if *' i* W i, i±-i J*
y
0*99916
1*0119
X*"XT? 
1* 3 /.
1 I 0
X *O'X80
1*0325
1*0463
1*0771
Before, discussing these results*: it will -he. necessary* 
mr$' briefly* ’ to review some of the conclusions Induced by 
both, theoretical and practical considerations of activity • 
coefficients*.-.
Shat the deviation of behaviou* of. substances In 
solution from the ideal gas. laws is due to the ultimate:. 
else trio el nature of matter lias been realised sines the 
time' of Arrhenius* but the. Xh@oret.ieaX explanation of
experimental results is still wry incomplete*- In the ■ :• ..
ease of strong electrolytes,' where abnormality is most
mrkta# modern olwistr^ lias providad mi adeqiiate expiate- ■
tien*. Sara wa era dialing with tha lnte?*«aotlon of-;
pafilolee possessing an''excess- charge of positive and ■
nogstim electricity* 'and, ftom a knowledge of this icmie
charge, the iiel@0t.rio constant of the solvent and ih#
distance between ions,"'we ean'predtot changes- in the activity.
. 116 )
coefficient* ' fhis wan accomplished by i3eby@ ' • in 1983, ■
whan; he evolved ' the expression, for dilute solution?*
* log* f - %/A~ ■ '
fj. being the ionic strength' of the- solution end ^ a constant*
V Besides the primary ionic interaction developed by
Debys, there exists a secondary effect'of a stellar nature
to that produced. open non-electrolytes by the "presence of
salts* end which results in an increase in activity
coefficient*- /this is taken into account in' Breasted1 a 
f X T 1
formula ' ' -lag f 58 0(V A ”-/3A  ’"
'the second tom on the right • hand aid o' of the equation • 
including the. so-called ”salting-cut*' effect in which the 
constantyi is characteristic far individual salts* ' In. wry 
dilute, solution* the salting- out effect becomes. negligible 
and the expression then reduces to that given by.Debye.- ; 
It will .be seta from the"equation* that, if•the idnle effect 
predominates/ then increase in ionic strength will cause 
a decrease in the activity coefficient.and this is
Cli) * Debye & Httckel, Hiys* a* 19S3, 84> 183
(If) - frans* faratay noc,-i$87, S3
• «***««**
pre% l what I s  observed by th e  tx p t rm  n r ia i d e te rm in a tio n  
of X  f o r  s tro n g  e le o t r o ly ta s *
hherea® the fealiavioiisr of strong electrolyte® in the 
presence of aelte in fairly wall understood, tho lrieel 
lows which govern fet variation of activity coefficient of - 
11oj1.-@l00trol.ytes in presence of ftalta ere still indefinite; 
lit it her hoi a getiefjet cry theoretical e* la^tlcm been 
a lanced for tho mchanlaia Involved* t coo: only adopted . 
e xrlcci forrx&a fox the variation of ffe for a ium*»eXeatr0~ 
lytjr, it * ionic i trr ’HI *1 *
' la g  £  » B/c.
B- .being a constant* sinoa, in general,; the activity 
coefficient increase® .'with., increasing'ionic strength*
#•** ii ^ erecting modification of this ®xpmmion im fiv^n fey 
p*«L*m in M s  f£iudics-on activity* in which. ho m s **1 ^ l m  
the data far ike eelubiliiy of variola non*electrolytee- in 
m%% solutions ori proceeds to calculate the activity 
coefficient®* On plotting the activity coefficients ai&ln&t 
Ionic } th, ^  fr-du that, alt 047k as a general rule
.the value of ^ increases with tins addition of salt, for a 
number of curve® at low ionic strength, the £ curve lies 
below unity, subsequently rising noro or leas vapi fitly* 
fk© curve® ai; img phenylthloeoxban 14#.* for which data was 
available at lew ionic strength, skewed this effect meet 
markedly, -these result® pa m o t  ho cons Marti rmam Stable 
then compared with' the <!^ ta .for trinitrotris^ine cobalt
'«•> 44 *•
whig'k* although a typical n0fe*eleotrolyte, yet shows 
activity coefficient eiraa similar to those of electrolytes • 
BjSt&s& therefore' concludes that there are two effects 
present in the ease of non~eleetrolyte&s first* the ordinary
salting out effect resulting from increase la f.due to the
presence of lout: and, second, a .decrease in j? due to the
molecule, with its separate positive and negative.charges,
possessing sa electrical moment and thus behaving in a
naas#x similar to smphc ions* He then extends Breasted*©
, ^  . 
equation for the activity coefficient of electrolytes to
the activity coefficient of non-electrolytes in salt
solutions, obtains
-log f » IVyC ** 1/^ .
and thereby advocated that "the activity coefficient curves
*©f electrolytes and. non^electrolytes in salt solutions
belong to the ease family of curves, the d if f ereacesxpiily
’arising from whether one or other of the two Influences,.
’which ever m m  to he present simultaneously, predominates *
It is assumed that those f curves which apparently do not
/*"\
show the interval whart |. Is below unity, have, in reality;-' 
this feetire hut that it is too umall to be shown by 
experiment*
finally Bprdsm has also shown, by solubility masur** 
monte of weak or ^ nic acicls, that the and!saoe 1steel part 
of weak electrolytes behaves as a typical non~el«o tr.olyto; 
quoting frte M s  thesis5 results show that the
’activity of the nosKlonisod molecules of a weak electrolyte
DilutioniNi'iNim
Rn munir
■foilm  the. BBwm 1 m  m  docs t!i# activity ‘.of mdn-eloctroXyte© 
Especially - ill B-evsraX' esses the lnt*rsstin& affect ocmld h# 
Eabst&ntiatsd which had beau pointed oat for several' non- 
f electrolytes. that .the activity ©oeffislant by addition of’ 
s^sciitS 10 first, slightly decreased,. t h m  Increases-*1* ■
I a 11; .outllnsd- these theories upon the nature ©f • 
tbs variation of th© activity -©©efficients for th© thro# ' 
©Insets' of eompotmds, ;w#may now enquire how far the above; 
results for - the activity ©©efficient of ths tmdiesooiatsd 
portion of aimoni® - a  typical weak electrolytesupport 
these views* ■ fh© three rallies for f„*r at infinite 
dilation'of ammonia arm- . . . ' '
A /J rt H j
0*00 1*0000
0*og 0*9992
0*20 . 1*0X88
@nt, on plotting ’these results, the curve shown la Fig* 0 
is obtained* It is observed-that’the a©tivity ©©efficient 
appears first to decrease from unity and then to rise again 
with increase in ionic strength - a stats of affairs which 
seem© to support Eprdaia’g ooaeluslons* If w© a ©atm© tlx# 
equation -log f a, - 3/*
to hold for this portion of tbs curve, then A and 3 hair© 
tlit values 0?012Q5 and Q«0672' respectively, and. are 
CO) r jxsfele with the esrr'#s|onding Talus© gtrm by B^r&aa 
for phe&sft thioearhami&s*
■ -Unfortunately, th® remaining data obtained at. other 
©alt concentra lions do not allow the Tain# of

at infinite dilation -of acnoniaf to-. ha: calculated* ■ but.we. 3\ 
may explore' the curre for -higher -raises of by .us!ag the 
results of Sail &■ Halt glf®n an page 8* . *fh©ir .values for 
‘the partition coefficient in:presence of ft-timma! mmonlxm. 
©hlorid# are shown in .Fig*'9- and.t' even up to 1G-I total 
mmmtrutim of ammonia, ih© graph only shows a small 
ourratur©*. ■ fh© - extrapolated value,' for infinite dilation 
of ■ ©mania* - Z%*5§. when divided into 24*0 * ; their limiting 
valm# for pure, water ~ gins an activity coefficient of 
1*0X91 • fMs Talus hardly differs from that aorrespending 
to ionic. strength fSlSXIISX. Cl*0X881 ant would Bmm to 
indioat© thatt Instead of m rapid increase;In fm  ~ as 
might have been expected - the activity coefficient apparently 
m m m m  m more. or loss constant Tain© at. high ionic strength* . 
%at this is no idle suggestion may ho shown by considering 
the variation of I W  - at. a constant concentration of 'u » nia4’i: rf ■ ■ ■ . - . .
■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ &
in tli# aqutous phase* Choosing the ecmeentra-tiott of - 
ammonia £*.533 Molar in the.aqueous phase fthe value for 
the t§imX© 1-1 M^px. determination)/. It is possible to obtain • 
the <rorrespon&in& partition ©©efficients from the distribu­
tion curve at other salt concentrations* .• fhe single valrn© 
in presence of 0*05 I* HI^OX.Is not -far .removed■■from -the 
desired arnonla' concentration ami. may be /corrected to a
good enough degree of approximation by assuming it to lie
*
on m.curve M  similar slop# to the other three Carres* 
flie results of 3». X*. h Field may be also incorporated after 
transforming the weight concentration £*539 equivs: per
' <iL 'f nm
Ipoo to a volumetric basis by multiplying by the
density of aqueous gmmis- at this concentration and
obtaining the partition coefficient from their curve. The 
following .table gives-these reamIts in calculated values
f O T  % ! .  ’  - ' - ■ ' - . ■ ■ ■ ■
A O' ■
giro* ■'aDifahhimfits o ^ . « m  11 aqiisouo iiiAi
‘ , _ 2*559 equivs*. per. 1000 grss.a*
it;;r«v: ccr;-ji;:rz'ATioa'
Of Fi 01,
; **
■AC'fivm c o s m o mm'
tmi. ;5
o*uc :. 1*0729 :
o-cn 1*0681
"0*05 i K a4i£fe &»* S/
0*£:> 1*0757
l*vO 1*0714
3*o:- C Bell, &' field I ■
1 * 2439__ ...
Theec figures again exhibit an initial decrease
'in £ *r , the latter. attaining a minium value somewhere •
between' yU".« 0 a n d '» 0*2, while the value at high ionic 
. strength appears* to -regain fairly constant or at least. only 
rises vary slowly* Whether this latter phenomenon is -due 
■ to the formation of any eoteplex in solution or whether . 
there’ is any other theory that will explain why the usual 
rapid increase In jf is .not' obtained, w© can only at present 
surmise;-: for the experimental evidence on which the • 
conclusion, is based is bo meagre that further assumption Is 
not justifiable*
££ -f'-p- s--t» *r(t- •»* -*w*V
s$ '%J (,'t 4 I . «  4
1* /I- short critical account ’bm.bmm given o f  the worfc o f
jpreviou#. investigators mmetnin^ t h e . dSstrihiitio?* of - 
euiasita between water.and q JL or of ©rsu '
S.* flie following Hat r-u;/. he t as- repre sent lag the
.ojors r e l ia b le  re s u lts *  so fa ir  d e te rm in e d ;->■•*
«iV ■ri»i'A.r.'.-f, £
X8°0
, 13r>5 
1S°C
[a  ^] .in 0*1 OX ge ■ 
e i £ivs/litre*
- fe)..
VCVy'-!,Wew<w<#w%s»we*w«Rti
"I * f O^OOXB 
Inf«3lln*of 11^
C*C023 - * " M
o'*v( ir»-a1 <>1*^ * >
{corrected for 
dissociation |
WJW/Aiifeit tjS &*t I ■ .
/afoot & Bray (6) 
Dawson . (7J
ISo ore &
Winaill ( if >
Dawson..- - -Id }
Tjtfrr^-T ft *t *
•i - \*$ 5 ? » wxr^Mu^i-w^ajQa
jt *• 27*45 (average)
fe ** £7*'60". ^©■
. fc* B7 * gg C avtiw sj}
Xt°g- C !fp;to 0*035- h.« .26* 18 - 34*14«c
£§°0'' Inf*33iin. of IBU a . &0« 04-3O -fapprox* )■•.’. Ball&WUM
sagrts&BiG&rg
(o)
2§°0 0*003 - e.COD k « M*0' (average) Koore 6:
£ iisaiXX (9)
ss°a Uf to 0-045 ■ ■3c « 23*85 - £4*53*0 0coleshaw. . .j11)
t£5°0 • Inf. Ml.et'IS% 24*04 .Dietrich . '10)
t20°0- Iaf.2ila.of M 3 •&0* 25*^4 " If&tthews
. / ’ If^TfyTf5^ 1'•-8iea»wmsm»«6fu«ea6 -
.g#a 0*03*05 ** 0*  ^ 5^ 1.« 35*82 f avera c1 -Dietrich • ; ■ (XOj
£5°C ' %  to 0*03 & « .35*84 - 3d-5*c ; If A«*WTF^?«lV i lA * f g  > **er* .
; « * it corrected for dissociation of ssiaonla .
- *-* "roximsts computation fron a weight to- a voltrsetrie 
fc^is for Dorpoeoa of comparison*
' ~ ihtro m m m  a c©rtsin amount of evidence lix support
of :Di@trieh,s conclusion that the discrepancies bat ween 
the results'of Individual investigators are &n© to-
• varying samples of' obi proform giving differing results 
•on account of traces of' stabilisers preseat'that have 
.hmn introduced by the manufacturers for preservative 
purposes*
A
4* « that inareas© is temperature lowers the partition . .
. / . coefficient is all that* at present* can be said with
' ' regard to the influence of to x era tor© change on the "‘
distribution*/ ■ /
0* ~ in experimental -procedure l*/&w&eribe&; ifoereby, In •
determining distribut 1 on.ratios, the two. following..
■ Important ■ conditions may/be satisfied*
Cal Is far as passible, the presence "of carbon dioxide 
..in all ..reagents and in the distribution bulb 
' itself must be prohibited*
£ {bh Samples of the layers* for analysis* must be
O' . withdrawn from the distribution bnlb while the
■ latter is ©till within its constant temperature 
.surroundings*
- 6# «* A series of determinations of the partition coefficient 
of ammonia between chloroform and solutions of amraonina 
chloride * have • been made and thence the nativity . 
coefficient of the ttndieeoeiated ammonia calculated*
2fc© values of f «|. (at infinite dilution of ammonia)■£
at first decrease below unity with increase in Ionic. 
strength and subsequently* -rise thus supporting the 
conclusions ot that* with mon-sleotrolytos and.
th# un&Xssociatml portion of weak electrolytes," them,. 
are two influences! at work. V
la) ■ :A *m l t i n g effect tonaiwj to increase the '
. . activity coefficient;. . :
(h) A second. electrics! effect* tending to decrease 
the activity coefficient,,: arising from. the . 
molecule Ming ©oneld©red to poesaea an ©lectrle&i
BOHant* _.. - '■■■ :■ • ; '
lie general fornula ;■ -A-;. .
«-XO|j f ~ £%fjZ «*• 3 ■  ■ ■ '
proposed'h;/ Hrdrdo0 to - represent 'both, -electrolytes' and/ 
non-electroXytes, when applied 'to ut^ionia; for loir ionic 
str©« ® C • 2) gives values 0*01205 an 1 . ;
o *C67& for A all' B respectively.'- At ionic stfon^ tlis ; - 
greater than 0*0. it would appear that the ‘activity. / : 
coefficient a nor a or - less constant■ value,• or ■/■
at least only rises slowly with' incr*-s a & in .; the. • • 
similar mtare' of th# experimental- evidence upon' which .; 
this 0O11.0Im ion ^ is founded does not justify - an . V p.:,
explanation-.at ..this stage. g ;.:
